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By Cherry Adair

Gallery Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 400 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.3in. x 1.2in.In the same
pulse-pounding style as Maya Banks and Kresley Cole, New York Times bestselling author Cherry
Adair delivers a sizzling erotic romance about a sexy billionaire whos on the runand the hit-man-
turned-handyman whos supposed to kill her. Sex with a stranger. Learn to drive. Learn to cook.
Learn to pole dance. Sex under the stars. Buy a truck. These are just a few of the things on Amelia
Wentworths bucket list, but as the CEO and face of a multi-billion-dollar cosmetic empire, shes never
quite found the time to do them. Until, after a series of accidents, Amelia discovers that someone
wants her dead. But who And why She has no time for questions as she changes her name to Mia,
buys a secluded fixer-upper near the Louisiana bayou where no one will recognize her, and starts
checking things off her bucket list like theres no tomorrowwhich there might not be. Meanwhile,
Cruz Barcelona is a hit man whos promised himself this will be his last job. Then hell take the money
and move to a warm, sunny place where he doesnt have to hide anymore. But...
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial for all class of folks. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Lea tha  Luettg en Sr .-- Lea tha  Luettg en Sr .

This book is fantastic. It normally fails to price excessive. Your daily life span will likely be enhance once you total reading this publication.
-- Hea th Pr osa cco-- Hea th Pr osa cco
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